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Chromebooks benefit classroom setting
Teacher and student lives become easier with technology
by Rose Blume
A&E Editor

“Because of the fact that they has open. A teacher can also
Though
some teach- are turning things digitally I’m write a note that will immediately
ers got their getting much higher work qual- pop up on a student’s screen and
even close and open windows for
C h r o m e - ity,” Dufay said.
English 11 teacher Kelly Guil- them if needed. Paper trails are
books last year, this year it is a
whole new experience to the ma- foil also has come to the same easily followed with this system,
jority in the high school. These conclusion. She says that all her helping teachers find plagiarism
and copying a lot faster.
mini-laptops
have
Going to the comchanged the way teachThese
mini-laptops puter
lab/library is hecers teach their classes
and how students feel
have changed the way tic for teachers and students. It makes teachers
about the classroom asteachers teach their schedule well in adsignments.
vance to get their class
“They’re helpful beclasses and how students
in for just one hour.
cause they’re easier to
Dufay said, “I’m not
type on so we don’t have feel about the classroom
necessarily sure what I
to write a whole bunch
will be doing four to five
of things for English, assignments.
weeks from now and
like essays, by hand,”
that’s what you got to
junior Mikenzie Cissell
class needs to do is share through do to get a computer lab and not
said.
Senior Jacob Coffman con- Google Drive and then she will having to do that has given me
curs with her statement saying give her immediate feedback on more ﬂexibility.”
Coffman adds to the issue
that they would have saved a lot their work. Some teachers even
of time in the past with research let their students play games or saying that having to walk all the
papers and searching for infor- listen to music when they are way from class to a room in a different building is a lot more work
done with what they need to do.
mation.
All the teachers’ Chrome- than just getting up and going to
Science teacher Jonathan Dufay has created an almost paper- books have the ability to see all the back of the room to grab a
the windows and tabs a student Chromebook.
less classroom,

“”
“”

Revamped Menu
Food regulations force
Cove to start from scratch
by Madison Hawes
News Editor

At the beginning of this year,
everyone
may
have noticed the
new healthier options in the vending machines, and wondered why the choices
have become so limited. Since last year
all public schools have been mandated
under the Smart Snacks in School standards (put in place by the USDA) to make
sure that schools are following their
guidelines. Not only has this affected the
vending machines, the lunchroom and
fundraisers, but it is now affecting the
school store. Now open to all LSHS staff
and students, the Cove will have a completely different menu.
“The only thing we have coming back
from last year are the water bottles,” senior John Gallagher said jokingly.
“We’re trying to find snacks because
most people who come here like to buy
snacks, but we’re also trying to find entrées that we can sell - since a lot of people come up here for lunch. So now we’re
doing salads, rice with chicken (in place
of teriyaki sauce), and more items that
will fill people up. We still have pizza, and
we’re looking to do it more often now because we have a new whole wheat crust,”
Gallagher said.
Although students will be missing a lot

of favorites from last year, there will be
several more appetizing options to purchase.
“We are offering a lot of stuff that I
think kids will enjoy versus last year like
real fruit smoothies, instead of a boxed
purée that we mixed with ice, and I think
that’s something that will sell well. However we are lacking when it comes to little
snacks to buy like candy, hot pockets or
taquitos; we don’t have any of that stuff
anymore,” senior Tara Noetzelmann said.
As far as snack food, students can
expect to see different cookies, granola
bars, a smaller muffin option and healthier chips.
“Hopefully [student’s choices] will get
a little better down the road when they’re
choosing what they want to eat and
choose what would be the better option,
and not like the Costco muffin that we
previously had which was 700 calories;
it’s kind of a good thing they’re gone because they were horrible for you,” senior
Tallon Cote said.
Even though there has been a change
to nutritional regulations this year, the
Cove will still be open to serve LSHS
students healthy and appetizing choices.
The Cove is now open in the morning,
first, second, third period as well as all
three lunches, and closes at noon.
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Tech Savvy: Sophomore Gavin Elness takes the STAR reading test on a chromebook.
Students have felt they get more work done in class, versus using a paper and pencil
for all their assignments. Chromebooks have the ability to allow students and teachers to share work with each other, and to give students more access to technology.

The goal is for students and
Chromebooks to become a 1:1 ratio. Possibly as soon as next year.
But before that can happen, the

district needs to do a lot more
planning, training, discussing.
Most likely insurance policies
will need to be put in place.

New staff arrive

by Halie Streidinger
Staff Reporter

Kicking off the 2014-2015 school year, LSHS proudly
welcomed eleven new teachers and two additional staff
members: Bri Ames, Cami Cole, and Margaret Frey. English teachers: Todd Benedict, Jeannie Dinning, Michelle
Fankhauser, Annemarie Gaudin, and Casey Vance. Science teachers: Maggie
Lewis, Josh White and Math teacher Danika Kotlarov.
“Everybody’s been very welcoming, very friendly; it definitely feels like the
right place, like a home,” biology teacher Maggie Lewis said.
The new teachers are eager to share their knowledge and to help the students
of our school reach their fullest potential in being successful students.
“I’ve always been a baseball coach, this is my sixth or seventh year; I was trying
to find something that would capture that same feeling that I get from helping
the guys get better on the baseball field and teaching was definitely the closest thing,” physics teacher Josh White said. These new hires’ experience ranges
from first year teachers to an online college teacher who wanted to work more
directly with her students.
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New Vikings: AnnieMarie Gaudin, Todd Benedict, Maggie Lewis, Michelle Frankauser, Josh White and Bri
Ames gather together in front of the school. These new hires’ experience ranged from first year teachers to
an online college teacher who wanted to work more directly with her students. “This year already has been
a crazy exciting experience so far,” Ames said.
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LSHS junior tackles tasteless comments

Classmates don’t know the weight of their words
by Noel Gasca
Features Editor

For junior Glory
Yepassis-Zembrou,
this past summer
was filled with hanging out with friends, getting excited for
the new drama production and catching
up on all the TV shows that went unwatched during the school year. However, in August, Yepassis-Zembrou forgot
about catching up on “Gossip Girl,” and
instead was glued to the news channel,
watching the events of the Ferguson unrest play out day by day.
The two-week, two-day long protests,
centered in the small town of Ferguson,
Missouri, received international attention after the fatal shooting of Michael
Brown by a police officer. Coverage of
the protests, which was broadcast every
night on the news and on every social
media website had a massive effect on
Yepassis-Zembrou.
“It really just highlighted the fact that
there is still a lot of prejudice. The civil
rights movement never really ended.
For me personally, [Ferguson] opened
my eyes,” Yepassis-Zembrou said.

Yepassis-Zembrou, who is proud of
her Central African Republic heritage,
looked at the events in Ferguson and
thought about her own life in Lake Stevens and the type of discrimination she
faces. While the discrimination Yepassis-Zembrou faces does not include racial slurs or taunting, it does take a very
common form, and most people don’t
even realize when they’re doing it.
“It’s very discouraging and annoying
when people compare you to other black
students when you have no similar traits
except for race. When people tell me I remind them of so and so, or I act the same
way as someone, it’s like, okay, but I’m
my own person. It’s very hard to try and
be part of something when people have
this perceived idea of who you’re supposed to be,” said Yepassis-Zembrou.
Yepassis-Zembrou is not the only student at LSHS who feels their race affects
their interaction with classmates. Merica Xiong, junior, also feels like her race
has affected the way people think of her
and has given her an unwanted title.
“My race does affect what people think

of me. If anything, I am defined as one
of the ‘smart Asian girls’ at school, and
often referred [as the] ‘short Asian girl.’
What matters is that people realize that
there’s so much more to a person than
their race and they attempt at getting to
know that person more,” Xiong said.
While Xiong believes that completely
classifying someone under their race,
rather than their other qualities is harmful, she also believes that a person’s race
is an intricate part in their background,
and is a part of who we are, and she
takes pride in hers.
“Being defined by your race isn’t entirely bad... it’s unique to have a background not everyone knows about, and
it’s a gift to be part of a certain culture
and experience life in a perspective that
not everyone get’s to experience,” Xiong
said.
Both Yepassis-Zembrou and Xiong believe that shining a light on this issue
will help to create a better informed,
tolerant, and kinder campus, and that
every student can come to school, taking
pride in who they are.
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Words hurt: Yepassis-Zembrou has faced her fair share
of hurtful comments, growing up. While many find
them “innocent” or not particularly offesnsive, they’ve
had a lasting effect on Yepassis-Zembrou. “I’ve been
called white because I guess I act ‘white for a black girl’.
It was an insult, it stung. Black is a color. It does not
define your personality, or how you are supposed to act,”
Yepassis-Zembrou said.

It’s not all about the sash and crown

Miss Aquafest helps girls discover their self-worth
by Addy Tibbits
Staff Reporter

Many regular Lake Stevens residents are familiar with the annual Aquafest summer events, one of those being the Miss Aquafest
Pageants. Some may just see young girls adorned with crowns and
sashes wearing extravagant gowns, but to senior Kiana Murkerson, who won Miss
Aquafest title in 2013, and Lifetime Queen in 2014, it means much more than just
dressing up for an audience.
“I have always wanted to do it since I was a little girl because I would see the princesses, and I knew that’s what I wanted to do one day,” said Murkerson.
Competing in pageants is her passion, and Murkerson has been working hard since
2012. To earn the Miss Aquafest title, Murkerson competed in the weekend-long

pageant held at the Lake Stevens High School Performing Arts Center.
“Because we are a community service based pageant, a lot of it has to do with how
many hours you put in and how involved you are in the community,” said Murkerson.
However, earning the title of Lifetime Queen is a different story. Murkerson applied
for it outside of the pageant, making a portfolio of all her past years in royalty then
presenting it to a panel of people in addition to going through an entire interview process. Many hours of community service also aided her in winning the title.
Being in Miss Aquafest pageants also helped Murkerson to develop a strong sense
of self-confidence and create friendships. Senior Malena Chim who won Junior Teen
Overall Optionals Queen, Junior Teen Talents Queen, Talent Queen, and Miss Aquafest Ambassador has been doing pageants with
Murkerson over the years.
“We are practically sisters in the whole industry. All of us are just one big family. It’s just a fun
thing to do, and we get to help out in the community together,” Chim said.
Participating in pageants like Miss Aquafest
helps girls young and old to develop an important,
strong sense of self-worth and assurance.
“Our pageant is a natural pageant that judges on
personality and not looks. It’s perfect for young
girls to be able to express who they are and what
they love,” said Murkerson.
PHOTO COURTESY OF KIANNA MURKERSON

Crowning a Queen:
2012 Miss Aquafest
Macy Berg crowns the
2013 Miss Aquafest Kianna Murkerson. Participating in pageants
like Miss Aquafest has
had a big impact on
Murkerson. “I learned
how to properly do an
interview and public
speaking. It also provided me with many
community service opprotunities,” Murkerson said.
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Recognition of LSHS sports uneven
Other Viking athletes weigh in on popularity issue
by Geena Rojas
Photographer

Football and wrestling
seem to be the schools
two main sports; in the
fall, football is the main
sport and in the winter it is wrestling, but what
about the other sports?
“Football players try to get the whole community together by advertising to the community, and we advertise more at school on game
day,” senior football player Conner Winkler said.
There may be additional reasons why football gets more recognition
and spectators. Football
always wears their jerseys
or dresses up on game
days to let people know
that there is a game that
night. At assemblies there
are always announcements about the football
games. Also rooter busses
transport the superfans to
away games.
“If other sports teams
wore their jerseys I think
it would help their advertisement,” Winkler
said.
More students might attend their sporting
events if the athletes themselves wore their
jerseys on game day or meet days. Also if there
was a rooter bus to go to other sports teams
away games, it could possibly bring in more
fans.
“The reason volleyball and other sports

aren’t recognized for the accomplishments is
because football is a common sport throughout the high schools here, and everyone hears
and sees their accomplishments on the news,
Twitter and Instagram,” senior volleyball player Larisa Kreft said.
Recently, this topic came up in a Leadership discussion, and they brainstormed possible ways to improve and balance recognition
for other sports because
there were many students
and teachers commenting on how football gets
more recognition and
praise than others sports.
Leadership decided to give
sports teams the option to
choose whether or not they
want to dance or do a competition against another
sports team in the assembly. Leadership is currently trying to come up with
other ways to recognize
the sports teams, before or
during the assemblies and
would like to see coaches
give out personal awards to specific athletes or
the whole team to make personal recognitions,
to help recognize other teams in front of the
student body. They are also considering using more athletes within the assembly scripts
or perhaps pointing out the accomplishments
of Lake Stevens High School athletes in the
season so far and advertising more sporting
events than just football.

“”
“”
Leadership
is currently
trying to
come up with other
ways to recognize
the sports
teams.
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Changing the status quo: The LSHS swim team practice new swimming techniques as they prepare for the season ahead. The girls team will be swimming against Snohomish on October 11 at
the Snohomish Aquatic Center.
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Cross Country finds power in numbers
A team that bonds even more through the pain

by Sophie Swanson
Photographer

“I didn’t know
cross
country
was so popular,”
junior Dandelion Kinison said about the popularity of
cross country this season.
“We just keep running, even when it
hurts,” junior Emma Horn said.
This season’s cross country program
has a large team. It’s better to have a
large team because then there are more
participants in races, which increases the
school’s chance of winning.
Cross Country appeals to a certain type
of athlete - one who enjoys running and
individual competition in a team atmosphere.
“It’s a fun pain,” Horn said, “You get to
be in pain with your friends.”
The cross country team is more than
just a group of runners; they all share a
close bond with each other that Horn and
Kinison would describe as a dysfunctional
family.
“We spend all our time together. Everyone is just so close and we love each
other,” Kinison said.

They spend an incredible amount of
time together, practicing every day after
school for several hours during the fall
sports season. They usually begin with
a warm-up lap in the baseball field, followed by ab workouts. With the team being as close as they are they still compete
with each other to make themselves better.
“We all compete together, because if
we don’t compete against each other then
it’s so much harder to compete against
other people,” Kinison said.
A team, however, is not built entirely
from the team members. Coaching is a
necessary component. Horn and Kinison
look up to Coach Cliff Chaffee to lead the
team. The coaches give the students goals
at the beginning of the season. The goal
their coaches have given them this year is
to be better at districts.
“[Chaffee] is so motivational,” Horn
said.
Both Kinison and Horn regard him as
their role model.
“He is the greatest man in the world,”
Kinison said.

Without a great coach and a close-knit
bond, the Lake Stevens Cross Country
team wouldn’t attract as much popularity
as it has in the last few years. However,
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On the Run: The cross country team practices everyday by running around the campus, making them fully
					
prepared for competitions in the future. Coach Chaffee has been pushing them much harder this year. The
					
team is practicing nonstop to win at future Cross Country meets.

Volleyball met its match

Underclassmen step up to varsity
by Rachael Hinker
Staff Reporter

those two components go hand in hand
when it comes to attracting new runners.
And this year cross country has done exactly that.  

Hard work and true talents player who will only continue to improve. Eason adtend to pay off, and sophomore mits that at first she was more excited than nervous,
Gabrielle Gunterman and fresh- but when she met everyone, all of the nerves vanished.
man Lillian Eason are living ex- Eason has been playing volleyball for seven years and
amples of this. They have earned positions on the var- absolutely loves the sport.
“Those seven years
sity volleyball team, and
have given me an unwere accepted right away.
breakable love for the
“It was really easy to
game, which only makes
come onto the team and be
me strive to be better.
myself,” Gunterman said.
I believe challenging
Coach Dawn Hanson
yourself is what makes
also claims the girls were
you improve.”
really accepting of each
She says that the levother.
el of play and speed is
“The kids that are there,
upped and says
seven seniors, are really
Gunterman
feels
nice kids and really laid
some pressure to be
back kids,” Hanson said,
PHOTO BY GEENA ROJAS
her absolute best. Even
“It was awesome the way
though she played on
that they were accepted.”
Top Players: Freshman Lilly Eason and sophomore Gabby GunterLilly Eason is the man take a break from practice before heading back to prepare for the varsity as a freshman,
youngest on the team. Ac- next match. These two underclassmen have really shown that they can Gunterman is still getting her bearings on the
cording to Coach Hanson compete just as well as the upperclassmen.
upcoming season, with
she is a strong person and
confidence.
“I just play like no one is watching,” Gunterman said.
With her experience, skills set and confidence, Gunterman feels she is ready for the start
of the season.
“Volleyball is really natural to me; I don’t
think it matters what my age is.” Both girls and
team feel like they are ready to kick off a great
season.
Many people strive to be on a varsity team
at some point in their high school careers, but
Gunterman and Eason both achieved this goal
in their freshman year and should be recognized
for their extraordinary efforts.

Homecoming frenzy
hits the halls of LSHS
by Geena Rojas
Photographer

Homecoming is right around
the corner. Students are trying
to find dates, the perfect dress
and figuring out how to ask
their date in a creative way. Homecoming is one of
the most stressful events, maybe even more stressful
than finals. Along with Homecoming is the Homecoming football game. This year’s homecoming game
will be held at Lake Stevens High School against the
Monroe Bearcats.
The seniors in past years have run with the
chicken across the track down by the superfans. But
getting the chicken isn’t an easy process.
“In the past the Seniors have known somebody
who owns one of the five chickens in Lake Stevens,
Last year it was the ASB president,” Pearson said.
Therefore, it is all up to the Senior class to come
up with finding the chicken. All Pearson does is help
the Senior class get the chicken onto the track.
Along with that the Lake Stevens High School
band is playing a three-song rock’n’roll themed halftime performance ‘Born to be Wild,’ ‘I Love Rock and
Roll’ and our newest song ‘It’s Only Rock and Roll
But I Like It,’ which is a fun, high paced song for the
cheerleaders to dance to,” drum line captain Kameron Alford said.
Those three songs are the three songs the Lake
Stevens Band will be performing during the halftime
performance, along with the Lake Stevens High
cheerleaders, which will be dancing to “ It’s Only
Rock and Roll But I Like It”
“Our drum majors Patrick Stenson and Kim
Morgan they’ve been around drum cores before, so
they are working on different designs for the halftime
performance,” Alford said.
Rounding out the festivities, the homecoming
dance, which is a masquerade, will be held at Lynnwood Convention Center on October 18.
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by Addy Tibbits
Staff Reporter

Peer pressure is something any high school student can relate to. Fitting in
may seem like a top priority or
something that should be taken
to the extreme. Wearing the right
clothes, styling hair the right way,
hanging out with the right people,
partying, after school activities, being
involved in certain sports and even acting a certain way seems to determine
the social status of the average person.
However, many students believe that the
peer pressure to fit in has lessened and
that being yourself is socially acceptable.
“Peer pressure is when other people
try and make you do things that you believe are wrong or that you don’t want to
do,” sophomore Brendan Stillwell said.
Peer pressure can hold different
meanings to certain people. Some students don’t feel affected by social standards at all, whereas other students
feel that they need to be part of the “in
crowd.”

by Marisa Rin
Staff Repo
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“It’s okay not to fit in because you are
being yourself,” senior Natasha Valentine said.
Several students feel that they have to
change in order to appear “popular,” but
others think that being yourself trumps
fitting in.
“I feel like fitting in isn’t super important, but as teenagers we generally put a
lot of importance on it because we don’t
want to be judged by people, and it’s
such a huge fear that we’re going to be
judged,” junior Angela Mosca said.
People just want to be accepted, and
the fear of judgment towards whom they
are plays a big role in peer pressure.
“When you see other people and
they’re all doing the same thing, you
feel like you need to fit in with them so
you feel like you have to do what they’re
doing to feel included. Fitting in is not
standing out,” Valentine said. “It’s not
going against the norm, just doing what
everyone else does.”
Peer pressure can be present in any
situation. Following the actions of others may seem like the socially acceptable
way to go, but many students are starting to feel that fitting in is often taken
too seriously.
“People worry about it too much and
make a big deal about it,” sophomore
Kaitlyn Scully said.
The stress of fitting in seems to be
present everyday at school. However, students like Stilwell don’t let that
change them.
“I’m not really affected by peer pressure,” Stillwell said.
Even more so, the amount of pressure
to fit in with the crowd seems to have
lessened.
“I think it has become less since middle school because in high school people
don’t worry about it as much,” Mosca
said.
PHOTO
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Reputation can be a big part
of how others are portrayed,
but does reputation really matter? According to Dr. John
field, people care about their reputan because humans cannot do as much
without others’ help and opinions. One
way to succeed as an individual is by
working and collaborating together
as much as possible. Reputations may
ot be that important on who a person
y is, but to get by you should have a
eputation.
y no, meeting new people, it’s kind of
to know them it’s not really about who
at you had done in the past,” Junior

Haylie Wilkinson said.
There are different opinions whether or not reputation
matters when meeting new people. According to Journal of
Practical Ethics, David S. Oderberg says a strong reputation
is very important to have. Reckless behavior could damage a
reputation.
“If you do something, and then you are remembered for
that, you may not ever be able to change people’s view on you,
you’ll be seen as that one act, and not for who maybe you really are,” sophomore Nicole Piercy said.
M.D. Mark Banschick believes forgiveness can be very helpful and powerful. Also acceptance can mean a lot. For some,
being able to forgive can help them move on because then
they don’t have to think about the problem anymore because
it is now solved and all is forgiven. Now, people are being hurt
more and more over dumb acts of others. Also everyone has

something to let go of and someone that they should forgive.
Reputations are not always who people are or what they are
about, it’s just what you have done, but people can change.
“People use reputations as a way to know and sort people
out. Without them, who knows what would happen, It’s just
how life works, it’s not the best method to the sorting of the
social scale, but that is the only current method to human behavior,” sophomore Natalie Prescott said.
Without reputations nobody would be the same as they are
today, but it doesn’t mean you are just that person based on
things you have done. According to Lolly Daskal’s study “Reputation Matters but Character Leads the Way,” reputation is
the heart of being a leader. It can be built over a long period
of time, one decision at a time. Reputation is one of the most
powerful benefits one can have. A persons reputation is their
own, it can be changed very easily, in a good and a bad way.

Stereotypes form at young age

Stereotyping is human nature,
but it turns a troubling corner when
it leads to unjustified prejudice or
discrimination. Gender stereotyping is perhaps the most insidious
and harmful to people, especially
teens and children.
Many believe stereotyping to
surface in later elementary school
aged students. However, gender
stereotypes are some of the very
first stereotypes we encounter,
forming in young minds sometimes
as soon as they know they are boys
or girls.
“Research shows that infants
can tell the difference between
males and females as early as their
first year,” professor of psychology
at Indiana University Purdue University Fort Wayne, Elaine Blakemore said.
Even Disney has contributed to,
if not propagated, gender stereotypes. Last year Disney released the
box office record breaking movie,
“Frozen,” which made over $1 billion. The movie is a typical “love

above all” Disney animation; however, throughout “Frozen,” stereotypes are evident and advertised.
“Straight out of the gate this
film embodies the majority of the
gender stereotyping for boys and
girls,” actress and mother of two
Amanda de Cadenet said.
Cadenet described the prince of
the story as coming off as caring
and loving but later on discovered
to be a “deceitful, manipulative,
liar” and the heroic male as being the person whose job it was to
“save the princess and turn her life
around because of his presence.”
Elsa, the elder sister, isolates
herself from everyone, including
her sister Anna, and makes others feel inferior. Meanwhile, Anna
constantly compares herself to Elsa
and idolizes her. Though some believe Anna’s admiration of Elsa is
natural for siblings. This encourages hostility and competitiveness
between girls and siblings, which is
commonly blown off as a norm in
girls. However, girls personalities

and competitiveness varies greatly
depending on the person.
As with many Disney films,
commercial advertising for toys
also sets clear boundaries on which
toys and activities are for appropriate for girls or boys. The toy maker
Hasbro has recently been held to
task for propagating gender stereotypes. In their commercials for
the famous Easy Bake Oven, only
girls are filmed playing and baking.
The toy is made with pink or purple
plastics. This has only enforced a
common misconception that women belong at home cooking and
caring for children and that baking
and kitchen work are not appropriate activities for men. In fact many
women and men defy their stereotypes.
I have been fortunate to live in a
family where the pressures of gender roles are minimal. My aunt and
uncle are a good example of this; in
some ways they are a stereotypical
family (married, two kids, living in
the suburbs) but they are breaking

common gender roles about raising
children, careers, and supporting a
family. While my aunt is working
as a scientist and college professor, my uncle stayed at home with
their two sons until they were of
school ages. This does not make my
uncle any less of a strong male role
model or my aunt any less nurturing of her family. Most interesting
to me is how my grandmother often
shares details of my aunt and uncle’s family organization with her
over-60 friends. It is such a novelty
to them and completely divergent
from their generation’s acceptable
gender roles.
As a society, we need to continue to make an effort to open our
minds to recognize the gender stereotypes that are creating limitations for both sexes and that children as young as two are hearing
these messages. Talking about it
and building awareness is the way
forward.

by Mackenzie McLeod

Does social status or reputation really matter when meeting someone?
In Lake Stevens High School on average 40% of people
by Madison Hawes
do,
in fact, choose not to get to know someone based on their
News Editor

40%
BY SOPHIE SWANSON

social status or reputation. During this poll many people
commented that those who stated they don’t care about social reputation are lying. Assuming that most people really do care about reputation
and social status may just be our insecurities taking over. When some have the assumption that people won’t want to get to know them, it is hard to realize that the
majority of people really don’t care. Having a high self esteem is the best way to
overcome that, because it makes people realize that there’s no shame or embarrassment in holding a conversation. LSHS may be a nicer place than it is made out to be,
and students may be easier to talk to than most people thought.

60%
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Nail polish invention causes controversy

“Undercover” polish detects date rape drugs in drinks
In the United States, 18% of all women are
suspected to be sexually assaulted in their lifetime, which is about a 1 out of 5 ratio, according to AlterNet.org. Sexual assault is a big issue right now in the U.S. facing many women
at a young age. Women have often been told
to never put their drink out of sight, with the
possibility of it being drugged by someone else.
On the other hand, it’s about time that women
stop having to worry about all the harmful possibilities of being
sexually assaulted,
men need to be
told to stop putting
women in this terrible situation of
being date raped
by drugs.
However, a new
study introduced
by four students
attending North Carolina Universities proved
that the nail polish we wear every day, may also
serve another purpose, one that could protect
women.
A few months ago, four undergraduate students attending North Carolina University invented a nail polish that changes colors when
it comes in contact with date rape drugs in a
drink. The purpose of the nail polish is for girls
to be able to dip their nails into a drink to ensure that there are no drugs in it.
“Undercover Colors started out as an idea
born in my co-founders active imaginations. As
we were thinking about big problems in our society, the topic of drug-facilitated sexual assault

came up. All of us have been close to someone
who has been through the terrible experience,
and we began to focus on finding a way to help
prevent the crime,” Ankesh Madan, one of the
four NCU students said.
Although the four North Carolina students
have been applauded for their creative outlook
on an invention that can ultimately prevent
drug affiliations, “Undercover Colors,” which
is not yet for sale, has received every spectrum
of feedback from
women across the
nation.
The Undercover Facebook page
has been buzzing with opinions
given by women.
Although some
women
swear
that this is a oneof-a-kind invention that everyone should consider purchasing, others believe that the four
North Carolina students are sending the wrong
message to women.
Many women argue that this nail polish defeats the purpose of stopping date rape
from women, the nail polish being used will
stop women from possibly being date raped
by drugs; however it does not stop men from
putting drugs into their drink. The message we
need to be sending is for men to stop raping
women, not for women to learn how to not be
raped by men.

“ ”“ ”

We asked, you answered.
Do you think the “Undercover” nail
polish fails to address the date rape drug
problem?

In the United States, 18%
of all women are suspected to be sexually
assaulted in their lifetime.

Letter to Vikings
The first few weeks of a new
school year usually consists of
many “back to school jitters,”
which can usually take a few
weeks to brush off before we
get into our normal routines.
Returning back to school
can also bring stress surrounding the pressure and way people perceive you and how you
want to be looked upon from
your classmates. In our first issue of The Valhalla, we focused
on the concept of “reputation”
because it’s something that every teenager considers whether
it’s their own reputation or another person’s.
Going back to school, many
of us consider how we want
others to see us. Whether it’s
dressing a certain way or behaving in a certain matter. A
new school year has always
presented an opportunity to

change your appearance or
persona to others.
An important point that
needs to be brought up is how
important it is to not over
think too much in regards to
how others perceive you. Everyone is going to judge, and
most everyone is going to make
mistakes that can jeopardize
a “reputation.” What’s important to remember is that we’re
all human and in the larger
scheme of things, a “reputation” or a “stereotype” that is
cast upon us is never long lasting.
We’re in high school for a
very short time of our lives,
so don’t judge others and especially don’t judge yourself.
Let’s enjoy our last few years as
teenagers and learn to not criticize others for their characters.

by Britty Lamberty, Editor-in Chief

by Britty Lamberty

PHOTO BY BRITTY LAMBERTY

“I still feel like it won’t stop men from trying to drug women. This invention will just
let women know to keep caution, and it will
prevent those who get drugs in their drinks
to not drink the drinks.” -senior Chelsea
Toves said.

“I think that the nail polish is a good
invention, and anything to help prevent
rape from happening is a good invention.”
-senior Morgan Patten said.
PHOTO BY ABBY SWANSON

“I think it would help [date rape], if
they could understand who is doing it and
they could report whoever did it, but other
than that, not really.” -sophomore Noelle
Mahlman said.
PHOTO BY ABBY SWANSON

Positive attitude key
to school success

In order to do one’s best in school having a
Have you ever noticed that bad days usually
start bad and get worse? Or how having a good positive attitude is key. Not having a positive atday usually starts with a good event and just titude makes putting in the time and energy neckeeps getting better from there? Each student’s essary to succeed or even be interested in school
high school experience should be an enjoyable a serious challenge.
one, and a positive mind and good attitude helps
by Halie Striedinger
to accomplish that.
Sure, not all good students have
a rosy disposition, and there are
negative people who are successful in school because school is a
strength for them. They have the
ability to succeed with little effort.
But for most students this is not
the case and they find school to be
a challenge that can be aided with
a positive attitude to help them become engaged and stay focused.
Well, starting a school day, new
project, classes, etc. with a good
attitude makes it easier to get the
good grades wanted by most students. The good feeling that a student gets after acing a test or completing a huge assignment they’ve
been working hard on will inspire
PHOTO BY SOPHIE SWANSON
them to keep going and continue Positive thinking: Thinking, doing, and being positive about school can imdoing better in school, leading to prove grades and study habits. After getting an “A” on a test or doing great on a
presentation, a good outlook can be a positive reminder to doing well in school.
better grades.
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Judgement on looks over personality
Societyundergoesdiﬃcultiesinnotcaringwhatothersthink
Judging is an awful part of human nature and life. Our brains function in ways
we as people may never understand. Although with having the intent of harming
other people, it becomes a bigger issue.
It’s become a big problem in schools and
it has got to stop.
Look back at 2010 when student Phoebe Prince moved from Ireland to Massachusetts and was bullied and judged until
she ended her life on January 14, 2010.
According to The New York Times, “On
Jan. 14, the investigation found, students
abused her in the school library, the
lunchroom and the hallways and threw a
canned drink at her as she walked home.
Her sister found her hanging from a stairwell at home, still in her school clothes, at
4:30 p.m.”.
Events like this cause, schools to take
a second look at situations. Going through
the halls afraid of knowing what others
think, and when we witness harassment
from either side is a very scary thing.
People will judge others on how they
act, or even just how they dress. Being in
high school, students fear the awful pressure of walking through the halls and being even looked at.
In movies, we see how people have
been judged for simply being themselves,
making high school look like a terrible
place to be. Although, from the eyes of junior Connor Widman and senior Connor
Payne, they see a different picture.
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“Being in high
school, students
fear the awful
pressure of walking through the
halls and being
even looked at”

GRAPHIC BY BRITTY LAMBERTY

Don’t Point Fingers: High School often feels like a place where you’re constantly be judged, whether it’s
laughing behind your back or pointing and staring. Judging someone for how they are, whether if it’s how
they dress or how they act, is not okay. If we set up a good enviroment where no one is being judged, then
high school students will often feel less pressured.

Widman who is a part of both band
and football isn’t judged from his activities and shows confidence for who he is,
which can give hope to others in fear.
“A lot of my teammates think it’s pretty
cool; I never really worried about it, they
are pretty level about other people,” Widman said.
Widman plays baritone and football in
stride.
“Being in different groups doesn’t

mean someone will judge you for who you
are. You have to get to know the person.
You have to read the book to know if it’s
a good book. You have to get to know the
person before you judge them on anything,” Widman said.
Most people judge from first impressions compared to getting to know them.
Like Widman, Payne is a part of the
band program here at LSHS and never
had a problem with being judged.

“The main thing is the band director
Mr. Proff, and the principal supported it,
everyone loves the band, and it’s become
more important,” Payne said.
The result is positive. But judgment
still happens in other places, making it
hard to understand, even if it’s how people
are raised to be. This nature has created a
grey area for how people see others. Even
when others think that it’s a joke
“Everyone judges people even if they
haven’t met people. It’s subconscious, it’s
what society does,” Payne said.
Society has changed how people look at
others and themselves.
For sophomore Kirsten Carlson her experience for being judged has been a hard
one. From school, people have judged
her to points like many, have become too
much to handle.
“I’ve felt left out of the things like popular groups,” Carlson said. “It’s made me
not want to be me and and to be more like
them, dress like them so I won’t be put
down as much. Don’t judge people how
they look, get to know them first.”
No matter how you judge someone everyone does, but you have to remember
that it can really hurt someone and how
they look at themselves. So people have to
see that if they work to stop judging others, we’ll have a more positive time in high
school.

by Abby Iblings

“I don’t judge” falsely stated
Even if someone says they don’t
judge, they will do it anyway
Everyone judges. Simple. Deny it and
what not. However, even if it’s just looking at someone’s shoes and saying “Ew,
Vans?” it’s judging what they prefer. Most
don’t intend on doing it, but its human nature. We can’t prevent it even if we tried.
That’s where the phrase “I don’t know”
walks in the room. What a bunch of bologna. Everyone at some point has seen
someone or something and said something
not so nice about it. So don’t go around
saying “I don’t judge.” Don’t lie to anyone.
First of all, it’s denial. If someone says
it often, they probably judge people more
than the normal person. Secondly, what
is someone’s reputation going to do once
people know they judge others? Are people
still going to like you? Most likely not. It’s
also a matter of self confidence. If people
are confident in themselves, they’ll have no
problem in seeing others confidence and
the judgmental statements will diminish a
little bit.
Of course we can’t stop what we say,
but definitely think about it before it’s said.
Adults call it a “filter.” We all have one,

but some don’t know how to use its power
for good. They might want to compliment
someone but that filter is just stopping
them because maybe they don’t talk to
that person. Compliments are proven to
boost confidence levels. This is science, my
friends.
If someone is really stuck in a thought
that judging is the only way to make it to
the top. Back that up. People respect people that are nice and won’t judge them,
because that makes them pleasing to be
around. People don’t want to hang out with
others when all they do is criticize others
who walk by and can’t think of a single
compliment. It gets annoyingly painful to
be around that person.
Next time a judgmental statement pops
into that brain, watch it. It will hurt others,
not probably hurt, it will. So reevaluate the
judgment sitting in the back of the mind.
Change the attitude and learn to see the
whole rainbow, not just where it ends.

Are you guilty of judging
someone based on who
they associate themselves
with?

84%
said
yes
16%
said
no

by Hannah Mulvey
BASED ON FIRST, SECOND AND THIRD LUNCH STUDENTS
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There’s no business like show business

Drama Director Mindy Marks oﬀers a fresh start
In the world of theatre,
change is inevitable. The company of a show must be comfortable with making constant
adjustments. Both cast and crew learn how to cope
with change and how to work well together in
sometimes stressful situations, which was the case
for the Lake Stevens High School Drama Club this
year.
At the end of last year, former Lake Stevens
teacher Carrie Gerrard resigned from her position
as drama director. Consequently, English teacher
Mindy Marks took on the challenge and stepped
up as the new director, having directed shows at
the school from 1993-2000.
“I have to continue with the passion that I see in
the students, there is no question in that,” Marks
said.
The transition was difficult for many drama
club members, and some were apprehensive at
first, but the change brought the group closer together as a drama family.
“My first impression about Marks was a little
rough because I was so attatched to Gerrard, but
then when I actually got to know Mrs. Marks I fell
in love with her and her way of teaching and directing,” senior Kiana Murkerson said.
Now that Drama Club is starting from the

by Addy Tibbits
Staff Reporter

ground up, the expectations from the club members have grown.
“I expect super hard work,” junior Fiona Balbirona said. “This is going to be a rough year for
previous members of the club, and from the new
members I expect dedication to the club.”
Returning members will strive towards giving
that club their best work.
“I am hoping that this year we can grow closer
as a club and that we can work hard and put on
really great shows,” Balbirona said. “I think Mrs.
Marks is super swaggy.”
New students interested in drama are making
their way to room 701. Previous drama club members are stepping up to ensure new members feel
welcome, but also remind them that this club requires hard work and dedication.
“I am interested to see what skills they will
bring to the table,” junior Nate Cody said.
Working together as a company is very important to drama, especially with the upcoming play,
“The Nerd.”
“I wanted to do a classic comedy that has a lot of
physical humor in it. It brings back physical comedy that I think we don’t get to see in high school
theater,” Marks said.
The cast and crew works hard to make sure
shows are a hit for the Lake Stevens community.

Sounds around the Sound

Phillip Phillips rocks his way to Everett Events Center
by Abby Iblings
Photographer
GRAPHICS BY MACKENZIE MCLEOD

From Everett to Seattle, in the
coming months many popular musicians are on their way, including

Phillip Phillips.
Phillips began his rustic rock sound at age 14 in
Leesburg, Georgia when he first learned guitar and
started his own hometown cover band with his siblings.
On his website bio his inspiration came from people like Eric Clapton and Stevie Ray Vaughan.
Now, 23 year old Phillip Phillips has risen to fame through
American Idol in 2012 and became very popular after his release of songs like “Home” and
“Gone, Gone, Gone” prior to
his winning. And now he will be
touring the US and promoting his
new album “Behind the Light.”
Comcast Everett Events Center welcomes Phillip Phillips
along with Christian Burghardt
on Tuesday October 21 at 7:00
p.m. Ticket prices are $30, $40
and $50. Students attending with
their valid school ID cards will
receive a $10 discount when purchasing tickets at the door.

PHOTO COURTESY OF CREATIVECOMMONS.ORG
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“The Nerd” will run in the Lake Stevens High
School PAC November 14, 15, 21 and 22 @ 7 PM

Exciting new
iPhone 6

by Marisa Rinaldi
Staff Reporter

Say there’s someone who is satisfied with his/her current phone but is
looking for something that is bigger,
better and ﬂashier. The new iPhone 6
and 6 Plus, that were recently released on September 19 is
just that. Some differences of the Plus are a larger screen,
longer battery life, thinner profile and better camera performance, but not everyone is ready for another model.
“It’s just another iPhone that comes out every year,
and that they should have made something like a Galaxy
phone, something that’s actually different than almost the
same iPhone that they have been making over and over,”
junior Carter Hathaway said.
The iPhone 6 may seem to be the perfect phone for teens
and all other crowds, but it does have some problems that
have come with it. Blogger Jose Pagliery’s article says the
iPhone 6 has car Bluetooth problems, and reports of the
phone bending in people’s pockets. He writes about how
iOS 8 has been having problems, but seems to be on just
the iPhone 6. Some say their iOS 8 updated iPhone 5 and
5S run perfectly fine, but when updating their iPhone 6’s
it had problems like not being able to connect to cellular
networks, and the touch ID buttons were no longer able to
scan their fingerprints. But of course many took the opportunity to upgrade to the latest model.
“I like my iPhone because it’s bigger and easier to see,
but it might be too big to fit in some people’s pockets,
there’s probably nothing I would change about it,” junior
Caden Woodhouse said.
The size is noticeably larger than any iPhone so far, especially the 6 Plus. There is a 1 ½ inch size difference between the 6 Plus and the 5s. The thickness of the phones is
another change. Compared to the iPhone 5s, being 7.6 mm,
the 6 Plus is a half a millimeter slimmer, and the iPhone 6,
the thinnest at 6.9 mm. Beside a few problems, it seems to
be a concrete phone for the public to use.
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Large enrollment demands third class
Director Heidi Forslund uses auditions in the first
week of school to determine proper choir placement
The school year
started with two
by Rachael Hinker choirs, and nowthere
Staff Reporter are three: Treble
Choir, Concert Choir
and Jazz Chior.
When 100 students showed up for Concert Choir the first week auditions were
held and a third choir, the Treble Choir
was formed.
“I think splitting the choir was a
good idea because we had so many kids
in there, it was kind of crowded,” sophomore Mia Depriest said.
Depriest also said that having some
of the more inexperienced people in a
different class will benefit both groups
of choir in many positive ways by going slower for the less experienced students and faster for the more experienced students.
“It’s hard to learn and also to be on
task in such a large classroom, no matter what subject. I don’t think it’s easy
to split up a choir, but I think it will be
beneficial,” junior Emma Horn said.
“Now that there are two classes things
go smoother and we end up learning
more and getting better.”
Even though the Treble Choir and
Concert Choir are two different classes

and two different periods, it doesn’t
mean they aren’t a family anymore.
“Mrs. Forslund works really hard
to make choir a safe place to sing and
learn, and we have become so much of a
family, so it’s hard to be split; however,
it will be beneficial,” said Horn.
The students all still have the same
love of singing, and the connection they
have made throughout the years.
Among the positive effects of the
split, there are some negative effects
too.
“If we did have more people, we
would be a louder choir,” said Depriest.
Another negative effect is that the
less experienced students don’t have
the chance to learn and grow from the
other more experienced students in the
choir classes. If the whole group was in
one class, the students who may be just
starting could have the opportunity to
learn from the students who have been
singing for a long time.
The large number of students who
signed up for choir means that the program is growing again. the school met
the need for creating another class once
they realized the demand was there.
Take an opportunity to hear the choir
this year.

PHOTO BY NOAH HARLOWE

Snap shot: Heidi Froslund’s all girls Treble Choir takes a break in rehersal to get together and pose for the
school. Treble Choir is thethird choir to be made after there was an abundant amout of students signed up
last year for Concert Choir. “It’s easier having a smaller choir, I feel we are able to connect more with the
teacher and fellow students,” junior Michaela Lunsford said.

Intense auditions

Jazz band tryouts send ambitious students home nervous
Jazz Band has
become a bigger
interest in student’s lives than
before. The Lake Stevens High School jazz
bands are steadily progressing; as a result
Director Neil
Proff
has
picked
out
harder tryout
music.
“ T o
be
honest I hardly
looked
at
the audition
piece
until
the first day
of auditions.
I knew I had
the skills to
play through
it basically
perfect while sight reading it. When I
heard a bunch of my friends in band start
to struggle, I went home and practiced it
and realized that it was harder than I had
anticipated it to be. The jazz piece we were
given was called ‘Yardbird Suite’ by Charlie Parker. I realized I should have just
practiced in the first place,” senior Savan-

by Noah Harlowe
Photographer

nah Murphy said.
Playing in Jazz 1 at Lake Stevens High
School is not only a very hard group to
get into, but they have to devote multiple
hours a week practicing.
“In past years I feel like it (the auditions) was
easier. This
year is deffinetly the
hardet audition I’ve
had to do,
even though
I was able to
pull it off,“
senior Evan
L a r s o n
said, “Whoever made
it into the
First Jazz
Band reallt
deserves to have that spot.”
In the past years, according to what
students have said the audition piece has
never been this hard. However there’s always years that Proff needs the best out of
his bands. Many of the incoming players
are better compared to those form previous years.

“”
“”
When I heard a
bunch of my friends
in band start to
struggle, I went
home and practiced.
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Design a
mask!
Get ready for Homecoming
2014, by designing your own
mask for the Masquerade dance.
Bring your designed cut out to
Room 303 for a treat!

October 2014
Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

Home games are bolded, go support your Vikings!

Wednesday Thursday
1

2

Tennis @ Mariner

5

6

Volleyball @
Kamiak

7

13
Tennis vs. Mt. Vernon

19

26

20

27

Volleyball @
Monroe
Soccer @ Kamiak

8

Volleyball @
LSHS
Tennis @
LSHS
Beyond H.S
night

Swim vs. Snohomish LSHS

Tennis @ Jackson

12

Soccer @ Monroe

14
Volleyball @ Cascade
Soccer @ Jackson
Swim @ Cascade

21

Volleyball vs. Jackson
Soccer vs. Cascade
Swim @ Mt. Lake
Terrace

28

15

Cross country @ Arlington
Volleyball @LSHS
Girls Soccer @ LSHS
Boys Tennis @LSHS

9
Soccer @ LSHS
Tennis @ Monroe
Cross Country @ Mt.
Lake Terrace

16

Tennis @ Snohomish

Volleyball vs.
Mt. Vernon

PSATS

Soccer vs. Mt
Vernon

22

23
Volleyball @ Mariner
Soccer @ Snohomish
Swim vs. Oak Harbor

29

Volleyball vs.
Kamiak
Soccer vs.
Monroe

30
Swim @ Marysville Pilchuck

Friday
3

Saturday
4

Football @
Cascade

10
Football vs. Monroe

17
Football vs.
Mariner
Homecoming
game!

24
Football @ Kamiak

31

Halloween

Football @ Jackson

Volleyball
vs. Monroe
Swim vs.
Kamiak

11

Cross Country @
Lakewood
Swim @ Snohomish

18
Homecoming
Lynnwood @ Convetion
Center, 7:30 p.m.

25
Volleyball @ Jackson
Swim @ Kamiak

